Compressive Detection of Highly Overlapped Spectra Using Walsh-Hadamard-Based Filter Functions.
In the chemometric context in which spectral loadings of the analytes are already known, spectral filter functions may be constructed which allow the scores of mixtures of analytes to be determined in on-the-fly fashion directly, by applying a compressive detection strategy. Rather than collecting the entire spectrum over the relevant region for the mixture, a filter function may be applied within the spectrometer itself so that only the scores are recorded. Consequently, compressive detection shrinks data sets tremendously. The Walsh functions, the binary basis used in Walsh-Hadamard transform spectroscopy, form a complete orthonormal set well suited to compressive detection. A method for constructing filter functions using binary fourfold linear combinations of Walsh functions is detailed using mathematics borrowed from genetic algorithm work, as a means of optimizing said functions for a specific set of analytes. These filter functions can be constructed to automatically strip the baseline from analysis. Monte Carlo simulations were performed with a mixture of four highly overlapped Raman loadings and with ten excitation-emission matrix loadings; both sets showed a very high degree of spectral overlap. Reasonable estimates of the true scores were obtained in both simulations using noisy data sets, proving the linearity of the method.